Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis coupled with liquid chromatography/ mass spectrometry (2DE-LC/MS) is a classic and conventional approach to separate and identify proteins in a proteome. However, this approach is conventionally looked upon as a seemingly "lowthroughput" technique because only one to two proteins per 2D spot are often achieved; thus, it has gradually dimmed in the field of proteomics compared to seemingly "high-throughput" bottom-up non-gel approaches such as isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantification (iTRAQ), peptide tandem mass tag (TMT), stable isotope labeling of amino acids in cell culture (SILAC), and label-free. With the rapid development and application of high-sensitivity mass spectrometry in proteomics, an average of over 50 or even hundreds of proteins can be identified in every 2D gel spot in an analysis of a complex human proteome, mostly low-abundance proteins, and 2DE-LC/MS can detect the protein species, to break through the conventional concept of 2DE-LC/MS, and assist its revival in the field of proteomics. Splicing and post-translational modifications are fundamental to the proteome, and are the main factors to clarify proteoforms, which enrich the concept https://mo.qingres.com 2 of the proteome. The top-down and high-throughput nature of stable isotope-labeled 2DE-LC/MS for the detection, identification, and quantification of proteoforms provides a solid methodological support for the large-scale study of human proteoforms and disease-related proteoforms to clarify mechanisms of a disease and to discover reliable biomarkers for the prediction, diagnosis, and prognostic assessment of a disease.
INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DGE) coupled with mass spectrometry (2DE-MS) is a classic proteoform separation and identification approach in the field of proteomics [1] [2] [3] . Here, MS commonly includes matrix-assisted laser/desorption ionization-MS peptide mass fingerprinting (MALDI-MS PMF) [4] and -tandem mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS/MS) [5] , [6] . There were thousands of 2DE-based publications before and after the concepts of proteome and proteomics appeared [7] . Almost all these publications described 2DE as a very high-resolution separation technique with only one or two proteins detected in each 2D spot in a proteome analysis. 2DE-separated proteins commonly identified with MALDI-MS PMF, MALDI-MS/MS, or LC-MS/MS with determination of the firstor second-ranked proteins in the list of searched proteins as the result proteins in a 2D spot [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . These types of 2DE-based data are collected in many 2DGE resources such as the World-2DPAGE Constellation (http://world-2dpage.expasy.org) [14] , which include the World-2DPAGE list (http://world-2dpage.expasy. org/list)-the most complete 2DPAGE list that contains nearly 400 gel images and 60 databases, World-2DPAGE portal (http://world-2dpage.expasy. org/portal)-the biggest gel-based proteomics dataset that contains over 250 maps of 23 species and nearly 40,000 identified 2D gel spots, World-2DPAGE Repository (http://world-2dpage.expasy. org/repository), SWISS-2DPAGE (http://world2dpage.expasy.org/swiss-2dpage), and 2D-PAGE at MPIIB (http://www.mpiib-berlin.mpg.de/2D-PAGE/). Thus, if maximizing the total number of identified proteins in a proteome is the objective, then 2DE-MS is commonly seen as a seemingly "lowthroughput" approach, compared to seemingly "highthroughput" bottom-up non-gel methods [15] [16] [17] such as isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantification (iTRAQ) [18, 19] , peptide tandem mass tags (TMT) [20, 21] , stable isotope labeling of amino acids in cell culture (SILAC) [22, 23] , or label free [24, 25] based quantitative proteomics. When one studies very precious, hard-to-obtain human brain samples such as, for example, pituitary tissue, then 2D gels provide a crucially important method to collect, store, and archive that human proteome [3, 6, [10] [11] [12] . 2DLC-MS methods can never provide that necessary archival storage advantage. Of course, one can perform 2DGE in parallel, up to 12 gels (usually 3 replicas of 4 samples) at one time in less than 2 days; whereas bottom-up non-gel approach 2DLC-MS/MS cannot be run in parallel, for the same 3 replicas of 4 samples, it would take 12 × 3 hours (36 hours). Thus, two methods don't have difference in throughput if the objective is to quantify the changes of protein abundance. A recent study discovered peptides that belong to an average of over 50 or even hundreds of open-reading frames (ORFs) in every 2D gel spot when 2DE was coupled with high-sensitivity MS [26] to reach at least 500,000 ORF species identified from 10,000 spots on a 30 cm × 40 cm 2D gel [26] [27] [28] , with most of ORFs identified in a spot of low-or extremely low-abundance. This discovery challenges the conventional concept of 2DE as a very high-resolution approach with only one or two proteins in each spot since it was first established in 1975 [1] . Moreover, this new 2DE-LC/MS method can identify the same gene-derived proteoforms [29] across different 2DE spots based on the isoelectric point (pI) and relative molecular mass (M r ) of each proteoform. It holds huge potential for a large-scale study of human proteoforms. Here, one must note that "spot" means a visualized spot in a 2DE map, which is actually a single very tiny spot that is clearly resolved from other detectable spots, or a spot that is part of a tight and overlapping group of spots, and that 2DE means two-dimensional gel electrophoresis.
and liquid chromatography (LC)-electrospray ionization (ESI)-MS/MS (LC-ESI-MS/MS; LC-MS/MS; LC/MS)

THE TRADITIONAL HIGH-RESOLUTION AND PRESUMABLY "LOW-THROUGHPUT" 2DE-MALDI/LC-MS IN THE FIELD OF PROTEOMICS
2DGE-MS has extensively used in the field of proteomics as described above. 2DGE was used as the main proteomic separation technique due to three main factors: (i) The commercial immobilized MED ONE 2018, 3: e180008 | Email: mo@qingres.com September 11, 2018 3 pH gradient gel strip (IPG Strip) significantly improved the reproducibility in the first dimension-isoelectric focusing (IEF) [2] . Also, a series of wide-, mediumand narrow-ranges of IPG strips are commercially available. For example, the pH ranges 3-10, 3-7, 4-7, 6-9, 6-11, 3.5-4.5, 4-5, 4.5-5.5, 5-6, and 5.5-6.7 IPG strips with linear or nonlinear pH gradients [2, 30] significantly improve the separation capability in a limited range of proteins to maximize the coverage (the total number of identified proteins) of a proteome. (ii) The vertical wet multiple homogenousconcentration-gel system (up to 12 gels at one time) has been continuously used for the second dimension SDS-PAGE separation. Although the horizontal semi-dry single precast gradientconcentration-gel system is occasionally used as the second dimension SDS-PAGE separation [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] , the reproducibility is much better for the vertical multiple homogenous-concentration-gel system compared to the horizontal single precast gradientconcentration-gel system [31, 32] . Thus, the horizontal single gradient-concentration-gel system was not commonly used or is currently seldom used for the second dimension electrophoresis. However, the HPE-FlatTop Tower horizontal electrophoresis system (Serva GmbH) can use multiple precast homogenous-concentration-gels (up to four gels at one time) to improve the reproducibility of horizontal electrophoresis for second dimension SDS-PAGE electrophoresis. (iii) The tryptic peptides produced from in-gel trypsin digestion of 2DGE-resolved proteins are compatible with soft ionization MS, including MALDI-MS and ESI-LC-MS, to characterize proteins in a gel spot [4] [5] [6] . Here, in fact, MS is most often used to identify the products of ORFs, but not proteins or proteoforms. However, the same ORF can occur at different places in the gel because there is a distinct proteoform with a specific pI and M r derived from the same ORF. 2DE in combination with MS offers the capability to detect and identify proteoforms. An alternative type of 2DGE method, 2D difference in-gel electrophoresis (2D DIGE), can multiplex samples but does not result in more spots or improved resolution. For 2D DIGE, proteins are labeled with fluorescence dyes and then the labeled protein samples are mixed equally for 2DGE [38] [39] [40] . Although protein overlap in 2D DIGE is a serious practical problem, it uses 100× less amount of protein sample compared to Coomassie blue staining [41] , makes spot-matching much easier and protein quantification more accurate, and significantly enhances the reproducibility and sensitivity of protein detection relative to the classic 2DGE [42] . Here, one must realize that, although 2DGE historically only detected one or two proteins per spot, it is to determine which proteoforms change in abundance between treatments, and only those interested in 'stamp collecting' spent the effort to identify the ORF products in every detectable spot on the gel. This is the important difference between quantifying before identifying for the approach of 2DGE-MS, and quantifying after identifying for 2DLC-MS/MS methods.
In review of all those 2DE publications, four main contributions of 2DGE in the field of proteomics in the past years ( Fig. 1) are: (i) 2DGE-based comparative proteomics that identified differentially expressed proteins (DEPs) in a given condition relative to its control [43, 44] , (ii) 2DGE-based reference map that established the database of a proteome [45, 46] , (iii) 2DGE-based Western blot in combination with a specific protein antibody that visually detected variants/proteoforms of that given protein in a proteome [47, 48] , and (iv) 2DGE-based Western blot in combination with a specific post-translational modification (PTM) antibody that visually identified a kind of PTM in a proteome [49, 50] , and relatively quantified a differential level of a protein in a given condition relative to its control [51, 52] . Furthermore, in the past 10-15 years, 2DE protocols have been highly refined in the analysis of a proteome with the use of postfractionation strategy [53] , the change of the detergent composition of the solubilization buffer [54] , or the pre-extraction of sample handling with automated frozen disruption [55] to resolve those traditional 2DE problems such as proteins stacked at pH extremes, the 2D-gel-area obscured by highabundance proteins, unresolved peptides that migrated at the front of separations, and hydrophobic membrane proteomes [53] [54] [55] . In addition, the 3rd electrophoretic separation-based post-fractionation strategy [53] clearly showed multiple proteins per 'spot' for some 2DE spots. The routine 'Deep Imaging' approach also confirmed that 2DE can resolve and detect even low-abundance species with 2DE [56] . The newer formulation and stain/wash protocol clearly showed that Coomassie was the 'goldstandard' for in-gel protein detection, with a genuine sensitivity in the femto-to-subfemtomole range to provide in-gel detection of intact proteoforms at the same level of sensitivity that routine MS detects peptides [57] . Therefore, these refined 2DE protocols not only improved the resolution and detection of proteins/proteoforms with 2DE, but substantially also improved the quality of the subsequent MS analyses. It emphasizes the power of the top-down, 2DE-LC/MS approach relative to the popular bottom-up approaches to proteomics.
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In order to promote non-gel methods such as 2DLC-MS/MS protocols to the field of proteomics, 2DGE and 2D DIGE were commonly claimed as being very time-consuming, labor-intense, and lowthroughput. They were also claimed to be inadequate to separate well the extremely high-or low-mass proteins and the extremely acidic-or basic-proteins [3] , identify low-abundance proteins, and distinguish comigrated or overlapped proteins with very similar pI and M r values in one single spot [26, 50, 58] . However, those 2DE problems were overcome with the refined 2DE protocols described above [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] to maximize the coverage (the total number of proteins) of a proteome. In contrast, the 2DLC procedure basically includes enzymatic peptides from a complex proteome, the first-dimensional LC separation, second-dimensional RP-LC separation, online inputting the separated enzymatic peptides into a mass spectrometer for MS/MS analysis, followed by protein identification with database search [16, 17] . 2DLC-MS/MS proteomics was developed rapidly, including (i) stable isotopelabeled 2DLC-MS/MS such as SILAC [22, 23] , TMT [20, 21] , iTRAQ [18, 19] , ICAT (Isotope-Coded Affinity Tags) [59] [60] [61] , IPTL (Isobaric Peptide Termini Labeling) [62, 63] , ICPL (Isotope-Coded Protein Labeling) [64, 65] , and 18O [66, 67] , and (ii) non-labeled 2DLC-MS/MS such as labelfree [24, 25] , SWATH (Sequential Window Acquisition Of All Theoretical Spectra) [68, 69] , AQUA (Absolute Quantification) [70, 71] , and SRM/MRM (Selected or Multiple Reaction Monitoring) [72, 73] . These 2DLC-MS/MS methods are currently being extensively used in the field of proteomics because of their highsensitivity, high-accuracy, and seemingly "highthroughput" in the analysis of a proteome. However, considering the real depth of the proteome, in particular in terms of assessing proteoforms rather than assuming the presence of certain proteins based on one or two peptides, then 2DE-LC/MS is actually superior to 2DLC-MS/MS in the detection and identification of proteoforms.
Moreover, one must note that 2DLC is extensively used to separate the enzymatic peptide mixture, whereas 2DGE is extensively used to separate and visualize the intact protein mixture with its own advantages in visualization of the protein components of a proteome, and detection of protein variants or proteoforms that are mainly derived from splicing and PTMs [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . Protein variants and proteoforms are very important issues because different variants or proteoforms of a given protein are associated with a given condition, such as a corresponding pathophysiological status, which plays important roles in multiple biological processes [74] [75] [76] . 2DLC is obviously limited in the detection and identification of protein variants and proteoforms of a given protein. Therefore, 2DE-LC/MS and 2DLC-MS/MS are two types of important and complementary approaches in the field of proteomics that cannot be replaced by each other, which has been discussed in-depth [41, [77] [78] [79] [80] , and the following three approaches should flourish: 2DLC-MS/MS for rapid proteome scanning and cataloging, 2DE-MS for in-depth detailed analysis of a proteome, and 2DE-MS in combination with 2DLC-MS/MS to achieve the most definitive analysis of a proteome [41, 78, 80] . Thus, 2DE is still a powerful technique in the field of proteomics.
Simultaneously, although many scientists still claim that 2DE-MS and 2DLC-MS are both important in proteomics, both techniques are not mature and need further improvement in many aspects [41, 78] . The throughput, namely the number of identified proteins in a 2D spot or in an entire 2D gel, might be an important aspect that needs to be improved. Although a few publications showed that several proteins were contained in some 2D gel spots [8, 9, 28, 53, 81] , most 2D spots in a 2D gel map are still identified to contain only one or two proteins in a spot. Thus, even though 2DE is recognized as an important technique in proteomics, the number of identified proteins is still small according to the traditional concept of one to two proteins in most 2D gel spots in a 2DE map. However, our recent study [26] discovered an average of fifty or even hundreds of proteins in every 2D gel spot in a human 2D map, significantly breaking through the traditional concept and improving the throughput of identified proteins in the 2DE analysis of a proteome.
Furthermore, multiple 2D gels can be carried out in parallel, whereas 2DLC methods rely on single sequential analysis on any given mass spectrometer. Therefore, although 2DLC-MS/MS actually has rather low throughput for even the simplest of studies, it is often referred to as 'high throughput' by the authors because they simply do not routinely do technical replications as it would then take about a week (or more) to carry out a full analysis of even the simplest of experiments (i.e. 3 test conditions and 3 controls). If this concept was further refined to include independent analysis of the soluble and membrane proteomes, with full technical replications-as is easily done in parallel with 2DE-then the 2DLC approach becomes even more low throughput and generally would not handle hydrophobic proteins very well [54, 55] .
THE CURRENT HIGH-THROUGHPUT AND REVIVED 2DE-LC-MS IN THE FIELD OF PROTEOMICS
Separation and identification are two key techniques used to maximize the coverage (the total number of proteins) of a complex proteome. Separation techniques such as 2DGE and 2DLC are mainly performed to simplify the components of a complex proteome before identification. MS is the core technology used to identify a protein. However, each MS instrument has its own sensitivity level that significantly affects the number of identified proteins from complex proteomes [26] . For example, in our laboratory, the sensitivity is at the level of 10-100 fmol for the old ESI-QTOF and MALDI-TOF-TOF, whereas it is at the level of 1-10 amol for the new OrbiTrap Velos, to identify endogenous proteins from a human proteome [26] . The higher sensitivity OrbiTrap Velos dramatically increases the capability to identify absolutely low-abundance proteins in a complex human proteome to benefit the identification of low-abundance proteins in a 2DE gel spot in the separation of complex proteomes. High-throughput capability is an important hallmark of a proteomic approach. There are three strategies to increase throughput: the first is to significantly simplify the complexity of a protein sample; the second is to improve the sensitivity of a MS system; and the third is to reduce the LC/MS cycle timewhich is why some researchers are moving back to microflow rather than nanoflow so that the cycle time can be drastically reduced at the expense of some sensitivity. Until now, 2DGE is the only one method to maximally simplify the complexity of a complex proteome sample (over one thousand spots; or over several thousands of gel pieces if cutting the entire gel by 3 × 3 mm grid) relative to 2DLC (commonly 20-30 fractions). The new mass spectrometer such as OrbiTrap Velos has its sensitivity at 1-10 amol, which can analyze the very low-abundance proteins in a complex proteome.
Recently, we integrated 2DGE and highsensitivity MS to detect and identify the protein components in a complex human proteome [26] . As a result, over fifty or even up to several hundreds of proteins were identified in every 2D gel spot in an analysis of proteomes from complex human pituitary adenoma tissues (Fig. 2 ) and glioblastoma tissues (Fig. 3) . Also, Fig. 2 shows that the number of identified proteins increased with the pooled two spots and three spots compared to the single spot under the identification criteria of two unique peptides. It also showed the reproducibility of the number of identified proteins in the same spots from those replicate gels (spots 1, 2, 3, 5 and 16 versus spots 1*, 2*, 3*, 5* and 16*). Fig. 3 shows the number of identified proteins under the different identification criteria of 1, 2, or 3 unique peptides for each spot. These results broke through the conventional opinion that only one or two proteins per spot are identified for most of the 2D gel spots in a 2DE map, although a few previous publications found that some 2D gel spots contained several proteins [8, 9, 28, 53, 81] . These findings challenge the use of 2DGE-based comparative proteomics to determine a differentially expressed protein (DEP) with the difference in spot volume between treatments, because if over fifty or hundreds of proteins are identified, then which one is the real DEP on earth. More importantly, most proteins identified in a 2D gel spot were extremely low-abundance or lowabundance proteins (Table 1) , and many proteins were present in several of the analyzed spots to demonstrate the capability of 2DE-MS to separate proteoforms (Table 2) . Furthermore, multiple proteins in a 2D gel spot confirm the necessity of isotopic labeling in a large-scale quantification of different proteoforms in a proteome. [26] , with permission from Wiley-VCH, © 2018. [26] , with permission from Wiley-VCH, © 2018. [26] , with permission from Wiley-VCH. According to our result with an average of over fifty proteins per spot for an analysis of glioblastoma and pituitary adenoma tissue proteomes, then one could speculate that ca. 500,000 different proteoforms can be quantified with SILAC-2DE-LC/ MS with a resolution power of 10,000 spots within a 30 × 40 cm large gel [26] [27] [28] [29] . Whereas bottom-up 2DLC-MS/MS can only identify a maximum of 20,000 proteins, which is limited by the human genome, then it is impossible to reach the level of proteoforms and to identify extremely low-abundance proteins. Therefore, stable isotope-labeled 2DE-LC/MS shows its strong power to detect, identify, and quantify proteoforms in a human proteome with super high throughput and resolution capability, to assist its revival in the field of proteomics. It means that stable isotope-labeled 2DE-LC/MS will not only seek maximum proteome coverage (the total number of proteins in a proteome), but will also resolve multiple proteoforms derived from the same gene in a gel or multiple proteoforms derived from different genes at a single spot (pixel) in the gel after analysis of the entire gel by the grid including the parts where there is no visible spot.
THE IMPORTANCE OF PROTEOFORMS IN A PROTEOME
The human genome sequence has been completed [82] and has driven researchers to move to the era of functional genomics, namely transcriptomics and proteomics, to study transcriptomes and proteomes, respectively. About 20,300 genes have been found in the human genome. However, the transcriptome is more complex than the genome because RNA splicing occurs when a gene is transcribed to RNA; thus, one gene often corresponds to multiple transcripts [83] [84] [85] . The human transcriptome is estimated to have 100,000 transcripts [29, 86] . Each transcript guides the ribosome to synthesize a protein amino acid sequence. The synthesized protein in the ribosome has no functional role. It must translocate and re-distribute to the corresponding locations such as the plasma membrane, mitochondrion, endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi apparatus, etc., to form a special conformation, and to interact with surrounding molecules to exert its biological roles. There are numerous protein PTMs [86, 87] and even unknown factors that modify proteins in the process of translocation and re-distribution. It is speculated that about 400-600 PTMs, which are the main factors that cause the complexity and diversity of proteins (namely protein species or proteoforms) [29, 86, 88, 89] , exist in the human body. Thus, one transcript corresponds to multiple proteoforms. It is estimated that there are about 1,000,000 proteoforms in a given condition [29] . Each proteoform has its own copy number. A proteoform is the final functional performer of a gene. Fig. 4 briefly shows the forming process of proteoforms in a cell. For example, the human growth hormone (hGH) protein is derived from the hGH gene. However, four hGH splicing variants were found, and together with different PTMs such as phosphorylation, glycosylation, and deamination, 24 hGH proteoforms with different pI and M r were identified within the 2DE map of the pituitary proteome [74] . Different hGH proteoforms such as 20 KDa and 22 KDa hGH exhibit different intracellular signaling profiles and properties [90] . Another example is the human prolactin (hPRL) that is derived from the hPRL gene. hPRL does not have existing splicing variants; however, six hPRL proteoforms with different pI and M r were found in the 2DE map of the pituitary proteome due to different PTMs such as glycosylation, phosphorylation, and deamination. In addition, the patterns of the six hPRL proteoforms were changed among five types of nonfunctional pituitary adenomas, and the different hPRL proteoforms acted on different short or long PRL receptor signaling pathways [91] . Also, 59 proteoforms from the HSP27 gene in human myocardium [92] , 52 proteoforms from the HSP70 gene, 24 proteoforms f r o m t h e g a m m a -e n o l a s e -2 g e n e , a n d 1 7 proteoforms from the lactate dehydrogenase 2B gene in the mouse brain proteome [93] were identified with 2DE-MS analysis, respectively. Therefore, proteoforms enrich the concept and content of a proteome. Studies on proteoforms provide much more in-depth insight into a proteome, and directly result in the determination of reliable biomarkers for the understanding of accurate molecular mechanisms, the discovery of effective therapeutic targets, and for effective prediction, diagnosis, and prognostic assessment. It emphasized the important scientific merits of proteoform study.
THE POTENTIAL OF CURRENT 2DE-LC/MS IN A LARGE-SCALE ANALYSIS OF PROTEOFORMS IN PROTEOMES
Detection, identification, and quantification of proteoforms in a proteome are essential to clarify their biological significance in an organism. Detection includes gel and gel-free methods [74, 75] . Gel-based methods primarily include 1DGE, 2DGE, and 2D DIGE [48, 74] . These gel-based methods, commonly coupled with a specific antibody, detect a given PTM [15] , or a kind of proteoform of a given protein [48] . Gel-free methods include multiplexed gel-eluted liquid fraction entrapment electrophoresis (mGELFrEE; size- separation) with 8 parallel glass gel columns [94] , C4 or C5 reverse-phase LC (RPLC) with 300 Å poresize particles [95] , capillary electrophoresis (CE)-ESI-MS [96] , hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC) to separate large biomolecules such as proteins [97, 98] , and weak-cation exchange chromatography (WCX) in combination with HIC in a single column with a single phase (2D-LC; from WCX to HIC mode) [99] . MS is the vital technique used to identify PTMs and proteoforms because MS/MS can identify the modified sites and the amino acid sequence of a proteoform [48, 74] . Also, MS coupled with isotopic labeling such as iTRAQ, TMT, and SILAC, or with non-isotopic labeling such as label-free, PRM, and SWATH can quantify a proteoform between two given conditions [28] . However, until now, all those methods are limited in any large-scale study of human proteoforms because their low-sensitivity and low-throughput. A high-throughput method is needed for human proteoform studies.
Our recently used 2DGE coupled with highsensitivity MS and isotopic labeling can exactly meet these urgent needs [26] . First, a large format 2D gel can effectively array the extremely complex proteoforms in a proteome. For example, 10,000 spots can be achieved within a 30 cm × 40 cm 2D gel [27] . Second, a high-sensitivity MS can identify at least fifty proteins or even several hundreds of proteins in a 2D spot [26] ; thus, at least 5,000,000 proteoforms can be achieved, and most of them are low-abundance. Third, when isotopic labeling such as iTRAQ, SILAC, or TMT is applied in the protein sample before 2DGE [28] , the proteoform in a 2D gel spot can be quantified and compared between two different conditions (Fig. 5) . Fig. 5 shows the brief experimental flow-chart for the use of 2DE-LC/MS in combination with isotopic labeling for a large-scale quantitative analysis of proteoforms. Protocol A-2DE-LC/MS in combination with iTRAQ labeling (Fig. 5A) -is suitable for the analysis of the extracted proteins from different treatments such as cancer and control tissues. Protocol B-2DE-LC/MS in combination with SILAC labeling (Fig. 5B) -is suitable for the cultured cells from different treatments such as the cultured cancer and control cells, or before and after a specific treatment of a cancer cell. After the labeled proteomic sample is arrayed with 2DE, the entire gel will be MSanalyzed by cutting the gel into gel pieces by grid. The stable isotope-labeled reporter ion intensities can be used to determine the difference of a proteoform between two given conditions. Furthermore, if those refined 2DE protocols [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] are effectively used in the protocols A and B in the Fig. 5 , then it might further improve the resolution and detection of human proteoforms. Therefore, 2DE-LC/MS [26] in combination with isotopic labeling [28] has huge potential for largescale analyses of proteoforms in proteomes.
MED ONE 2018, 3: e180008 | Email: mo@qingres.com September 11, 2018 Here, one must also be aware of the possible bias and false-positive results introduced with isotope-labeled 2DE-LC/MS as discussed in detail [26] , including high protein-loading amount on the gels and pooling the matched gel spots for MS analysis, the carryover effects/memory effects of LC between two samples, and the readout effects of the very sensitive MS identifications. It would be necessary to refine the isotope-labeled 2DE-LC/MS protocol in the future studies, and corroborate the results of isotopelabeled 2DE-LC/MS with other methods. However, these seemingly negative aspects of stable isotopelabeled 2DE-LC/MS cannot shade/bury its huge potential for the large-scale detection, identification, and quantification of proteoforms.
CONCLUSIONS
2DE-LC/MS as a classic and conventional approach has been extensively used in the field of proteomics. Because it is historically looked upon as a seemingly "low-throughput" technique (only one to two proteins per 2D spot are usually achieved for most of the spots in a 2DE map), 2DE-LC/MS has gradually dimmed in the field of proteomics compared to seemingly "high-throughput" bottom-up approaches such as iTRAQ, TMT, SILAC, and label-free. The rapid development and application of high-sensitivity MS allows one to achieve an average of over fifty or even hundreds of proteins in every 2D gel spot in an analysis of a complex human proteome to break through the conventional concept on 2DE-LC/MS, and let it revive in the field of proteomics. Proteoforms that are mainly derived from splicing and PTMs are the real final functional performers of a gene, and have important scientific merits for life science and medical science. The top-down and high-throughput 2DE-LC/MS in combination with isotopic labeling provides a solid technique support for the large-scale study of human proteoforms and disease-related proteoforms, and provides insights into the mechanisms of a disease and the discovery of reliable biomarkers for prediction, diagnosis, and prognostic assessment of a disease. 
